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MEDIA RELEASE

Bailador invests in men’s digital healthcare brand Mosh
ASX-listed technology expansion capital fund Bailador Technology Investments Limited (“Bailador”, ASX:BTI)
has today announced a $7.5m investment in Hairmop Pty Ltd (“Mosh”) alongside other institutional
investors.
Launched in 2019, Mosh is a men’s digital healthcare brand that makes men’s health and wellness
accessible, easy and affordable. The company offers subscription treatment plans for hair loss, sexual
health, skin care and mental health. Mosh’s medical consultations are delivered digitally which increases
convenience, accessibility and privacy while also lowering the cost of treatment. The business’ all-inclusive
treatment plans cover membership, medical treatment, pharmaceuticals and delivery.
Mosh is growing rapidly with over 30,000 active subscribers and has developed a strong brand in the fastgrowing men’s digital healthcare market.
Mosh will be utilising the funds raised to accelerate its subscriber growth, continue the development of its
product roadmap and expand the range of treatment plans it offers men in Australia.
Bailador will provide further commentary on its investment in Mosh as part of future shareholder updates.
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Important Notice
Bailador Investment Management Pty Ltd ACN 143 060 511 (‘Manager’) has prepared the information in this
announcement. This announcement has been prepared for the purposes of providing general information
only and does not constitute an offer, invitation, solicitation or recommendation with respect to the
purchase or sale of any securities in BTI, nor does it constitute financial product or investment advice, nor
take into account your investment, objectives, taxation situation, financial situation or needs. Any investor
must not act on the basis of any matter contained in this announcement in making an investment decision
but must make its own assessment of BTI and conduct its own investigations and analysis. Past performance
is not a reliable indicator or future performance.
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